A view upon human living in productive organizations:
The fundamentals of spontaneous ethical action and reflection
In this seminar we invite all participants to a reflective journey upon our doings in productive organizations of today, seeing our doings as what generate and conserve the productive organizations, and the organizations as an important actor in the ecological ambient of our present existence as we still are the specie of Homo Sapiens, and look forward to the homo sapiens amans amans. We look into some very essential and basics biological fundaments for our cultural actioning like persons within productive organizations. We reflect upon the relational dynamics from which an ethical action and reflection spontaneously arises, called an Ethical Scope. We will also show a video interview with the two co-founders of the Matriztic Institute: Humberto Maturana and Ximena Dávila in which they compart with us their reflections upon the theme that we are bringing forth in the session. And we propose a manner of doings, thinkings, reflections and explanations from which a spontaneous ethical action and reflection arises in any human community, but in this case we focus on the domain of productive organizations of today, and howo do to co-exist wellbeing and productivity. The session will allow all participants to pose questions, compart experience and converse any theme that might be of relevance at the moment.